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2637 Ridgewood Road
Jackson, MS 39216

Growing students beyond proficient in core subject areas is a top priority. The problem is some students need more time
on task to master learning objectives whereas schools and parents struggle to budget for intervention and tutoring services.

See how JE clients are growing beyond proficient!
Give the Gift of Relaxation Fundraiser is a program that addresses this issue. Organizations raise funding for intervention
and tutoring services by encouraging the community to purchase SapidBODY skincare products.
Each purchased jar earns the organization
● 10-minutes of free intervention sessions (on campus);
● 15-minutes of free online sessions (at the learning center); and
● 20-minutes of free online sessions (virtual classroom). (Learners as young as 2nd grade used the online classroom.)
Getting Started
Jackson Education Support provides SapidBODY marketing materials to ensure a successful fundraiser, custom links like
these to make scheduling convenient for families, and accommodates short-run and long-run requests. The setup fee is
$20. Orders submitted by organizations are filled and delivered within 2 weeks; credit for free academic support
immediately available.

Request a sample of SapidBODY Conditioning Butter!
About the CEO
Jillian Smart, M.Ed. is an award-winning CEO, master educator/trainer, and published author. She partners with educators
and families around the world to facilitate development of more independent learners in literacy, math, and science. Jillian
launched Jackson Education Support as the vehicle for this work.
About JE
Jackson Education Support (JE) exists to support the development of more independent learners of all ages. This mission
is accomplished by implementing personalized in-person and online solutions for educators, learners and their families.
Learning experiences infuse social emotional learning objectives and subject area learning objectives in order to increase
confidence and improve performance. What's more is that the 96% success rate among exam preparation and tutoring
clients evidences program effectiveness.
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